OAK MEADOWS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION
CO-OWNER HANDBOOK

Oak Meadows Condominium Association
Co-Owner Handbook

Dear Oak Meadows Homeowner:
The Oak Meadows Association Board of Directors is pleased to provide you with this Co-Owner
Handbook.
This Handbook is intended to be a convenient reference and resource which provides general
summary information about a number of important topics such as insurance, community rules,
Co-Owner/Association responsibilities, modification guidelines and procedures, and as well, some
helpful household health and safety tips.
As a Co-Owner, it is your responsibility to read and become familiar with the Amended Articles
of Incorporation, the Amended and Restated Master Deed, and Amended and Restated Bylaws.
In the event of any conflict between the contents of the Handbook and the Amended and Restated
Condominium Documents, the latter shall prevail.
Sincerely,
Oak Meadows Association Board of Directors
April, 2021

SECTION 1
THE ASSOCIATION AND SITE PLAN

THE OAK MEADOWS ASSOCIATION
Each Co-Owner automatically becomes a member of the Oak Meadows Association (herein after
“Association”) when purchasing a unit. When becoming a member, the Co-Owner legally agrees to accept
and abide by all the provisions of the Association’s documents. These documents include the Restated
Articles of Incorporation, as amended, the Amended and Restated Master Deed and Amended and Restated
Condominium Bylaws, which comprise the rights and obligations of the Co-Owners and the Association.
Copies of the documents can be found in Attachment # 1 of this handbook.
It is the Co-Owner’s
responsibility to read and understand the contents of these documents.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Association is governed by a five (5) member Board of Directors which is elected for staggered three
(3) year terms by the Association members at the annual meeting The Board has responsibility for the
administration, operation and management of the Association. The Board meets periodically, usually
monthly, to review and discuss a variety of issues important to the Association including but not limited to
the current financial and operational status of the Association, status of outstanding projects, and to listen
to and respond to Co-Owner concerns and issues.
THE ASSOCIATION BUDGET
The Board of Directors prepares and approves the annual operating and capital budgets for each calendar
(i.e., fiscal) year. The budgets are presented and discussed with the Co-Owners at the annual meeting, and
subsequently provided to each Co-Owner electronically.
The Association operating budget provides for the daily operation and maintenance of the community. This
budget includes expenses for administration, utilities, building repairs, landscape and grounds maintenance,
insurance, and replacement reserve funding. The capital budget is used to plan for and determine funding
for the long-term repair/replacement projects of the physical infrastructure which are the responsibility of
the Association. These expenses include but are not limited to asphalt paving, concrete repair, street
lighting, and building siding and roof replacement.
ANNUAL ASSESSMENT FEE (aka “monthly dues”)
The Association budget is funded by the Annual Assessment fee, commonly known as the “monthly dues”
and as used hereinafter. Coupon books for the payment of the monthly dues are sent to each Co-Owner
prior to the start of the new fiscal year. Checks should be made payable to Oak Meadows Association and
mailed to:
Oak Meadows Association
Walden Management Company 2500 Packard Road, Suite 209.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
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Co-Owners are strongly encouraged to have payments made by automatic withdrawal. Contact Walden
Management to set up this option. The prompt payment by all Co-Owners of the monthly dues and any
Additional Assessments is critical to the financial and operational integrity of the community. Monthly
dues are due on the 1st day of the month. Payments received after the 10th. of the month are subject to a
late charge.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Oak Meadows has a committee structure to assist the Board of Directors in decision making. Each
committee includes a Board member and has a Co-Owner chairperson who coordinates the activities of the
committee and reports directly to the Board of Directors. Participation by all Co-Owners in the affairs of
the Association is encouraged and serving on one of the committees is a good place to begin. The
committees and their purposes are:
•

Communications – manages the website Oakmeadowstoday.com, publishes a community
newsletter and seeks out Co-Owner input on important issues facing the community.

•

Finance & Capital – monitors and updates infrastructure needs, assists in the preparation of the
capital budget, prepares bid packages for major capital projects, reviews bids, and monitors
contractors and construction projects.

•

Landscape – recommends the annual plan and budget for landscape maintenance, tree care and
replacement, monitors the condition of the grounds

•

Pool - recommends improvements for the pool and deck area, and oversees the operation of the
pool & spa, and related equipment, to ensure proper working order, cleanliness and safety.

If you have an interest in assisting the Association by serving on a committee, please refer to the website,
Oakmeadowstoday.com, or contact a Board member.
OAK MEADOWS SITE PLAN
The Association includes 152 units located in 29 buildings, plus the Cabana. A map is included in
Attachment # 2.

SECTION 2
SERVICE REQUESTS AND MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES
A. ROUTINE SERVICE REQUESTS
All non-emergency requests for maintenance of Common Elements should be made by request to
Walden Management at 734-769-2344 or sending an email to: hutch@waldenannarbor.com. Upon
receipt, the request will be entered into the Maintenance Log, ranked in priority, and assigned to
the maintenance staff or a contractor as time and resources allow. The staff or contractor will
contact you to make arrangements to have the work completed if access to your unit is required.
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B. EMERGENCY SERVICE REQUESTS
If your request is an emergency, you should contact Walden Management at 734-769- 2344. If the
emergency is after regular business hours, use the emergency pager number 313-796-6955.
Emergency requests are situations that endanger life or property. Examples include but are not
limited to floods, burst pipes and serious roof leaks. In the case of a police, fire or medical
emergency, call 911. See Attachment #3 for a list of frequently called numbers.
C. MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES AND MATRIX
Maintenance and repair in Oak Meadows are the responsibility of either the Association or the
Co-Owner. To assist in determining who is responsible for various maintenance items, a list of
common items has been prepared and is included in Attachment #4, Maintenance Matrix. This is
intended to be used as a reference and does not supersede Co-Owners familiarizing themselves
with the provisions contained in the Amended and Restated Master Deed and Bylaws. Some general
statements about maintenance policies are as follows:
1. Responsibilities for maintenance, repair, and replacement are defined by the recorded
Amended and Restated Master Deed and Amended and Restated Condominium Bylaws with
subsequent interpretation and policy established by the Board of Directors, as appropriate.
2. The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing the maintenance, repair and replacement
of items that are the Association’s responsibility. In general, the Association is responsible for
maintenance, repair, and replacement of the General Common Elements including land, roads,
sidewalks, sump pumps, chimney caps and screens, mailbox stands and utility (electrical, gas,
telephone, and plumbing) networks up to the point of unit connection, foundations, outside
perimeter framed walls, roofs, the cabana building, pool, and game court.
3. The priority, timing, method, financing, degree, and type of maintenance, repair and
replacement for the Association’s responsibilities is based upon the reasonable discretion of
the Board of Directors. The cost is ultimately assessed to all Co-Owners through the monthly
dues or through Additional Assessments.
4. In general, Co-Owners are responsible for maintenance, repair, and replacement of items on
the inside of the unit perimeter framed walls and interior systems including extension of utilities
(electric, T.V., telephone, gas, plumbing) reserved for each individual Co-Owner’s use from
connection point at meter or shutoff. Additionally, Co-Owners are responsible for
maintenance, repair, and replacement of any and all items that are damaged by themselves,
guests, and or invitees regardless of normal maintenance responsibility.
5. Modification or alteration of any Common Elements by a Co-Owner requires approval of the
Board of Directors, as more fully described in Section 3 of this handbook.
6. These statements and the Responsibility Matrix in Attachment #4 serve as guidelines only and
if any items are in conflict with the recorded Master Deed and Bylaws, then the recorded
documents will prevail.
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SECTION 3
ALTERATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS
A. GENERAL GUIDELINES
A Co-Owner wishing to make a modification to the exterior of their unit or to a Limited Common
Element must first get approval from the Board of Directors. The Co-Owner must submit a
completed “Modification Request” form to the Board (See Attachment #5). The form must clearly
describe the modification and if applicable, contain drawings that visually describe the proposed
modification. Additional details, and or clarification may be required by the Board before the
modification request is approved. It is the Co-Owner’s responsibility to ensure that any
modification complies with appropriate Township codes and if required, obtain a permit for the
work to be done.
Work on the modifications shall not be initiated prior to the written approval of the Board. By
signing the Modification Request, the Co-Owner agrees to assume full responsibility for the
maintenance, repair or replacement of the modification. It is the responsibility of the Co-Owner to
inform a purchaser of their unit of the obligation to maintain said modification, and approval of the
modification may be subject to a recordable, written agreement by the Co-Owner acknowledging
that installation, maintenance, repair and replacement and insuring of the improvement are to be at
the Co-Owner’s sole expense. If a modification is made without the approval of the Board, the
Board can have the modification removed at the Co-Owner’s expense.
B. SPECIFIC GUIDELINES
In addition to the general guidelines noted above, the following guidelines relate to specific
situations.
1. STACKED RANCH (aka, “F”, UNIT ) DECK FLOOR COVERING
The stacked ranches in buildings #2, 3 and 4 on Bent Trail Court are commonly referred to as
the “F” units. The carpet covering the upper decks of the “F” units are the responsibility of the
Co-Owner. There is a rubber membrane covering the deck. Make sure it is not damaged when
old carpet is removed. It is the responsibility of the Co-Owner to notify the Management
Company when replacing the carpet so that the rubber membrane can be checked to ensure
serviceability.
2. EXTERIOR DOORS AND WINDOWS
The maintenance, repair and replacement of exterior doors and windows is the responsibility
of the Co-Owner. A list of approved windows and doors, and colors, list of recommended
manufacturers and installers and installation instruction is contained in Attachment #6
“Window and Door Guidelines.”
3. HOT TUBS
Installation of hot tubes requires Board approval. Guidelines for installing hot tubs and the Hot
Tub Modification form are detailed in Attachment #7.
4. SATELLITE DISHES
Installation of satellite dishes to the General Common Elements requires Board approval. The
Association’s guidelines regarding satellite dishes are detailed in Attachment #8.
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SECTION 4
INSURANCE AND INSURANCE RESPONSIBILITY
There are two insurance policies of interest to Co-Owners: The Association’s insurance policy and the CoOwner’s condominium homeowner insurance policy. In general, the Association maintains a blanket policy
to cover the buildings and the Common Elements. The Co-Owner’s policy covers all other property as
more fully described below.
ASSOCIATION INSURANCE
The policies carried by the Association include blanket building coverage, liability coverage, and Directors
and Officers liability insurance. In general, the Association’s policy covers the Common Elements of the
Association such as the building exterior, outside perimeter walls, garage doors, and porches, and as more
fully described in Article IV, Sections 1A and 1B of the Amended and Restated Master Deed.
If you or your lender requires copies of the Association’s insurance certificates, please contact Walden
Management at 734.769.2344 or hutch@waldenannarbor.com.
CO-OWNER’S INSURANCE
Co-Owners must carry insurance for all responsibilities and liabilities associated with the Common
Elements and items that are the Co-Owner’s responsibility to repair and replace under Article IV of the
Amended and Restated Master Deed, which include among other things, drywall, windows, doors, doorwalls, certain portions of utility systems, and fixtures, equipment and trim within the Unit. Co-Owners
already maintaining a "HO-6" insurance policy will find that their HO-6 policy already covers the items for
which they are responsible for insuring. However, Co-Owners are encouraged to review these provisions
with their insurance advisors and revise their insurance coverage in accordance with these obligations to
ensure that the amount of coverage is adequate. Specifically, it is recommended that Co-Owners provide
their insurance agents with a copy of Article IV of the Amended and Restated Condominium Bylaws, as
well as a copy of Article IV of the Amended and Restated Master Deed, so that each Co-Owner's insurance
agent can determine how these changes will affect their coverage. In addition, Co-Owners are also advised
to obtain insurance covering any insurance deductible or uninsured amount that the Co-Owner may be
required to pay under Article V, Section 5 and/or Article VI, Section 14 of the Bylaws.

SECTION 5
COMMUNITY RULES & REGULATIONS
The following rules and regulations are the ones that generate the most frequent questions, and also result
in the most complaints to management or to the board. Please refer to the Bylaws for a complete
description and explanation of all rules and regulations.
VEHICLES
1. Storage of vehicles outside of garages is prohibited and subject to towing and/or fine. Storage
means parked vehicles that are not driven frequently, inoperable, or are not properly licensed.
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2.

Vehicles must be parked in designated parking areas only. Parking should follow the lines defining
the parking spot. Parking along the center islands shall be parallel, not diagonal.

3. No trailers, commercial vehicles, boats, camping vehicles, etc. may be parked on the premises. A
commercial vehicle or truck prohibited from parking on the premises is more completely
described in Article VI, Section 8C of the Bylaws, and is defined to include: any vehicle used for
commercial purposes; any vehicle with commercial advertising, business addresses, or phone
numbers anywhere on the vehicle; any vehicle with ladder racks, glass racks, or any attachment
used for transporting materials.
4. Owners will be responsible for cleaning up oil or gasoline from their driveways. Fines and cleanup costs will be levied for failure to comply.
5. Parking areas must not be used for vehicle maintenance.
6. A speed limit of 15 miles per hour shall be observed.
PET RULES & REGULATIONS
1. There is a limit of two (2) pets to a unit. No dangerous or savage pets are allowed.
2. All pets must be confined to the interior of units except while on a leash and under the owner’s
direct control. Pets shall not be tied to a tree or shrub or staked in any other way at any time.
3. Pets walked along Oak Valley Drive shall remain within 10 feet of the sidewalk. Pets shall be
prevented from urinating on flower gardens, beds, shrubs and trees. It is the pet owner’s
responsibility to repair any and all damage caused by a pet, including damage to the lawn at the
rear of their unit.
4. All fecal matter left by any pet must be IMMEDIATELY and THOROUGHLY removed. Failure
to do so shall result in a warning to the Co-Owner on the first offense, and a fine plus clean-up
costs on second and subsequent offenses.
5. Excessive or annoying pet noise from either inside or outside a unit is prohibited.
6. No animal can be kept for domestic-use purposes, such as to provide food (e.g., eggs) for human
consumption by the owner of the condominium.
FLAGS AND PENNANTS
The only flags and pennants allowed to be displayed in a Board-approved area are the following:
1. Any official United States Flag no larger than 3’x 5’, appropriately displayed according to
American Flag Guidelines and Etiquette.
2. Any flag or pennant, no larger than 3’x 5’, of a US college or university may be flown upon prior
approval by the Board of Directors. If approved, the display will be limited to the day before the
game, game day, and the day following the game.
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SIGNS
No notices, advertisements, pennants (except as noted above), signs, including “for sale” signs, shall be
displayed which are visible from the exterior of a Unit without the Board’s written permission, unless in
complete conformance with the Association’s rules and regulation, as follows. “Open House” signs may be
placed in front of the unit only during those days and hours when an open house is scheduled. Standard
‘for sale’ signs, no larger than 30’x 18’, may be displayed in front of the Unit or in the Unit’s window.
TRASH AND RECYCLING
Please refer to Attachment #9 for information regarding Oak Meadows’ current trash disposal vendor’s
trash pickup day and other policies related to recycling and scheduling of bulk item pickup.
RENTAL OF UNITS
A. General Limitations on Rental Units:
For those Units not under an approved lease as of the effective date of the Amended and Restated
Bylaws, the Board of Directors shall not grant approval for leasing the Unit if (a) the leasing of the
Unit would result in any one person or entity (including “affiliates” or commonly owned entities)
leasing more than 1 Unit at any given time, or (b) the leasing of the Unit would cause the total
number of leased Units in the Condominium to exceed 20 Units. Please refer to the Amended and
Restated Bylaws, Article VI, Section 2 for additional details. Any violation of these terms shall
result in a fine.
B. Leasing Requirements:
The Oak Meadows Association requires any Co-Owner who rents out their condo unit to strictly
follow the guidelines of the Oak Meadows Governing Documents. These guidelines include, but
are not limited, to the following:
1) A fully executed copy of the lease must be provided to the Association’s management agent as
soon as it is executed.
2) All leases must be for a minimum time period of one (1) year.
3) All leases must be for the entire condo unit. Co-Owners may not lease out a portion of their
Unit (e.g., basement bedrooms).
4) “For Lease” or any signs advertising the rental are not allowed in windows or the Common
Elements per Oak Meadows’ sign regulations.
5) The Co-Owner is to provide the Association’s management agent with all the tenant’s contact
information as well as updated contact information for the Co-Owner.
6) The Co-Owner must provide the tenant with a copy of the Oak Meadows rules and regulations.
7) The Co-Owner must register their unit with Pittsfield Township Building Services prior to
renting out their condo.
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8) The Co-Owner must comply with all of Pittsfield Township’s regulations regarding rental
units.
Any Co-Owner who does not register their Oak Meadows rental condo will be in violation of this policy
and subject to the fines and penalties provided for in the Oak Meadows Governing Documents. A sample
list of Pittsfield Township rental unit requirements can be found at http:// Pittsfieldmi.gov/index.aspx?NID=158

NOISE
It is a fact of life that when living in an attached condominium, such as Oak Meadows, some level of noise
is expected from neighboring Units. Residents are expected to be respectful of their neighbors and not
engage in any activity that is an annoyance or nuisance to their neighbors. While residents may submit
complaints regarding noise to the Association for its consideration, residents are strongly encouraged to
first attempt to resolve the matter between themselves. Complaints regarding noise will be reviewed by the
Association on a case-by-case basis, and certain factors, including but not limited to the nature of the noise
and the number of complaints received from multiple residents, shall be considered by the Association in
determining its course of action. If a dispute arises between the Co-Owners regarding alleged violations,
pursuant to Article III, Section 4 of the Amended and Restated Bylaws, the Association may compel the
disputing Co-Owners to first mediate the dispute before the Association considers any other action.

POOL AND BASKETBALL COURT RULES & REGULATIONS
1. The following rules are for the protection and benefit of all, to assure safe and sanitary operation
of the pool facilities.
2. Pool hours are 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on weekdays and Sunday, .and 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays. Lap-only swim time is 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. daily.
3. Basketball court hours: 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. daily.
4. There will be no unauthorized use of pool, deck and basketball court before or after scheduled
hours. Violators will be subject to immediate fines. Trespassers will be subject to prosecution by
the police.
5. All persons using the pool, deck, basketball court and cabana areas do so at their own risk. Oak
Meadows Association assumes no responsibility for any accident or injury in connection with such
use or for any loss or damage to personal property.
6. Persons using the pool, deck, basketball court and cabana area agree not to hold Oak Meadows
Association liable for actions of whatever nature occurring within this area. Co-Owners and renters
are responsible for the actions of their children and guests.
7. All persons must shower before entering the pool or hot tub. Suntan oils, lotions, powders, etc.
must be removed before entering the pool.
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8. Persons having any infection or a communicable disease are not permitted to use the pool.
9. Profanity, running, boisterous and rough play are not permitted in the pool area.
10. Loud noise and loud music are prohibited.
11. Glass containers, breakable objects, food, gum, and alcoholic beverages are not permitted in the
pool area. Food and alcoholic beverages are permitted in the deck area.
12. Any person who is incontinent or not fully potty-trained must wear appropriate waterproof closing,
such as rubber pants over any type of diaper, including disposable diapers to be in the pool.
13. No pets are permitted in the pool, deck, or cabana area.
14. Non-swimmers, or those who exhibit an inability to swim safely, must be accompanied by a
responsible person of adequate skill to ensure the safety of the non-swimmer.
15. A resident must accompany guests when in the pool area. Please limit the number of guests during
crowded times in order to afford other community residents use of the pool. Residents will be held
responsible for the conduct of their guests
LANDSCAPING
Prior to starting any landscaping around your unit, please refer to the Landscaping Guidelines contained
in Attachment #10 to ensure that your landscaping plans conform to Association guidelines and do not
require a modification request to be submitted to and approved by the Board.
OUTSIDE WATER SPIGOTS
The following procedures apply to any outside faucet controlled by a water line located in your unit.
1. For any outside spigot controlled by a water line located in your unit, you are required to shut off
the water and drain the outside faucet and water line for your condominium unit in the fall of each
year, no later than November 15. If the inside water line to the outside faucet breaks due to freezing,
you will be responsible for any resulting damage or repair to your unit, the Common Elements
and/or the outside faucet. See Attachment #11 for complete guidelines.
2. If your unit contains the water line for your neighbor’s outside spigot, you are required to open the
water line to your neighbor’s spigot in the spring upon your neighbor’s request any time after April
1st.
MISCELLANEOUS
1. Grills, chairs, personal property, toys, bicycles, etc., may not be left unattended on the common
grounds other than on decks and patios, stored neatly and covered as appropriate.
2. In order to protect deck rails from rotting, no flowerpots or boxes are to be placed on the top of the
deck rails.
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3. Firepits of any type (e.g., wood burning, propane) are prohibited on patios and decks.
4. Audio and video equipment must be kept at a volume that cannot be heard in any adjoining unit.
5. Visual displays are only allowed in conjunction with the celebration of holidays. Displays may be
put up within two weeks of the holiday and must be removed within two weeks of the end of the
holiday.
6. Use of firearms, BB guns, bows & arrows, etc., is absolutely prohibited on or about condominium
property. Parents will be held responsible for the behavior of their children in this regard.
VIOLATION PROCEDURES
1. The violation of any of the provisions of the Bylaws and/or Rules and Regulations will be grounds
for assessment of a monetary fine for such violation by the Association. All violations shall be
subject to the following procedure:
2. Violations shall be presented to the Board of Directors or Walden Management, preferably in
writing, including as much detail as possible and signed by the complainant.
3. Walden Management shall send a warning letter to the violator (Co-Owner and or resident of
record) citing the violation and the remedial action necessary.
4. A hearing shall be set before the Board to offer evidence in defense of the alleged violation. The
Board shall decide if the evidence shows a violation has occurred and direct management to enact
a penalty;
5. The schedule of fines for violations can be found in Attachment #12.
SECTION 6
IMPORTANT SAFETY AND HEALTH TIPS
SMOKE DETECTORS
Each home is equipped with Smoke Detectors wired to the electrical system as required by the building
code.
Please test each unit on a regular basis by depressing the test button located on the
face of the unit. Replace defective units immediately.
It is recommended that you supplement these detectors with additional battery models in case of electrical
failure. Batteries should be replaced at least twice a year. A good time to do this is when daylight savings
time begins in the spring and ends in the fall.
According to the National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA), all smoke detectors should be replaced every
10 years or according to manufacturer recommendations. For additional information about smoke detectors,
see https://www.iafc.org/about-iafc/positions/position/home-smoke-alarms
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CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS
If you have or install a carbon monoxide detector with batteries, the batteries should be replaced twice a
year. A good time to do this is when daylight savings time begins in the spring and ends in the fall.
The NFPA recommends replacing the detector every six (6) years, or according to manufacturer
recommendations. For more information about carbon monoxide detectors: go to
https://www.iafc.org/blogs/blog/iafc/2019/12/04/
LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWER
1. Tripped Circuit Breaker
−
−
−
−

tripped circuit breaker may be due to too many electrical devices or appliances on a single
circuit. In some cases, the device or appliance may be defective.
Locate the circuit breaker box in your home (usually in the basement or utility area) and make
sure the breakers are all engaged. Never touch the circuit breaker panel in the event of basement
flooding.
If a breaker shows “red” or “off”, it is not engaged,
If the problem seems more severe, call a licensed electrician.

2. Outside Outlets, Bathroom and Kitchen Outlets
−
−
−
−
−

outside outlets, bathroom and some kitchen outlets are generally on a Ground Fault Interrupter
(GFI) circuit. This is an additional safeguard to shut off power to the circuit.
In case of a malfunction. If your outlets in those areas don’t work, it could be because the
ground fault interrupter switch is off.
The switch or “circuit breaker” for the GFI is located on one of the outlets.
Find the outlet that includes the switch and click it back on.
If it trips again, then you need assistance due to a malfunction in the circuit.

CHIMNEY & FIREPLACE
Periodic professional cleaning of the chimney is very highly recommended. Cleaning can help identify
potential problems and eliminate built up residues in the chimney which can lead to chimney fires if not
removed.
When the fireplace in not in use, keep the damper closed to block the escape of warm air from inside your
home. Be sure to open the damper before lighting the fire.
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DRYER VENT SAFETY
If you notice that the dryer takes longer than normal to dry laundry, there may be a blockage in the dryer
vent system; a situation which presents a potential fire hazard. Try following these steps to identify the
problem:
1. Go outside and look at the vent. Do you see or feel exhaust air? If not, the vent or exhaust duct
may be blocked which allows lint and moisture to build up at low points in the duct and trapping
lint in the ridges of the ducts. In winter, check after snowstorms to ensure that snow is not blocking
the vent opening.
2. Clean the dryer’s lint filter (It’s good to do this after every drying load to prevent fires and to dry
the laundry faster.)
3. Clean the duct (This should be done at least annually)
4. Disconnect the dryer from the power source. If you have a gas dryer, also turn off the gas valve
near the dryer.
5. Carefully slide the dryer away from the wall to access the vent (typically in the back of the dryer).
If you have a gas dryer, take care not to overstretch or damage the gas line.
6. Disconnect the duct from the dryer, and vacuum both the dryer and as much of the duct as can be
accessed. (Note: If you can’t clean much of the duct or disconnect it, you might want to hire a duct
cleaning company to perform this service.)
7. Clean behind and underneath the dryer as lint can build up there as well.
8. Reconnect the power.
Consider replacing the duct if it is plastic or a foil accordion-style. These are risky as they can sag and allow
lint to accumulate. Rigid metal ducts are recommended as the smooth walls allow the air to flow and reduce
the buildup of lint. Use duct connectors and metal clamps or foil tape to join sections of duct rather than
sheet-metal screws which can catch lint and cause build-up inside the duct.
Electrical and Natural Gas Emergency Phone Numbers
If you have any type of electrical or natural gas emergency, please contact them immediately.
Electrical - 1-800-477-4747
Natural Gas – 1-800-947-5000.
PLUMBING
Shut Off Valve
1. Locate and know how to shut off the water valve to your individual unit. There are generally shut
off valves on the pipe coming from the main line and another shut off where the pipes go to the
second story in the townhouse units.
2. If your unit is attached to others and your unit has the main shut off for the building (usually by the
water meter), make sure you know which valve is yours so you don’t shut off water to the entire
building in case of an emergency in your unit.
3. You may want to discuss a contingency plan with your neighbors if a water emergency occurs and
you are not home.
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Leaving Overnight or for Extended Period
If you are leaving your home overnight in extremely cold weather or for any extended period of time in the
winter, it is recommended you turn the water off to your unit. If you are leaving for a weekend or more,
you might also drain the water line. This is accomplished by:
1. Turning the water off to the unit;
2. Turning on the faucet at the lowest point of your system;
3. Turning on the faucet at the highest point of your system.
These actions will minimize damage and inconvenience if the pipe were to freeze while you are away. It
could be the difference between a few hundred dollars damage and a major loss of tens of thousands of
dollars.
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ATTACHMENT #2
OVERHEAD MAP OF OAK MEADOWS, WITH BUILDING NUMBERS

ATTACHMENT #3
IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS

A. MANAGEMENT COMPANY
Walden Management Company (Regular Hours) 734-769-2344
Walden Management Company Emergency Phone 313-796-6955
Number (After Hours)
Walden Management Company Fax Number
734-769-6069
Address: 2500 Packard Road, Suite 209, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

B. EMERGENCY
Police
Fire
Ambulance

911
911
911

C. LOCAL GOVERNMENT – PITTSFIELD CHARTER TOWNSHIP
Township Police, Non-Emergency
General Information
Solid Waste Refuse Collection
Pittsfield Assessor’s Office
Pittsfield Recreation Department
Recreation Department Ann Arbor Schools
Superintendent Ann Arbor Schools

734-822-4911
734-822-3135
734-822-3105
734-822-3115
734-822-2120
734-994-2300
734-994-2230

D. UTILITIES
Electricity
Natural Gas
Gas Leaks
Cable TV
Refuse/Recycling

DTE
DTE
DTE
Comcast
Republic

800-477-4747
800-477-4747
800-947-5000
800-934-6489
844-737-8254

Item
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✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Association

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Co-Owner
✓

Unless due to a breach in the Common Elements for
which the Association is responsible.

When leak only impacts gas fireplace or unit.

All finished space in the basement is the owner’s
responsibility

Through walls in basement – Owner must remove any
finished interior wall material
Non-standard improvement

Comment

Disclaimer: In the event of a conflict or discrepancy between this matrix and the Master Deed, the Master Deed will control.

Counters, Countertops, Cabinets, Shelving

Chimney/Fireplace
Cap/Screen
Outside Leaks (e.g., water)
Flue Cleaning
Damper Adjustment
Inspections
Gas Valves/Fixtures
Gas Leaks
Glass Doors/Screens
Damper Adjustment
Bird/Other animal intrusion in Chimney Chase

Carpet
Cracks, Settlement
Finished Drywall, Electrical, Plumbing

Basement
Concrete Floor Repair/Replacement
Foundation
Wall Leaks

Appliances

Rev. 6-22-20
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Repair, Replacement and Maintenance Matrix

Item

✓

✓

Includes cleaning, painting, and repair or replacement
of rugs, lights, etc. (Excludes individual unit entry
doors.).

Carpet, Tile, Hardwood, etc.

From and after the unit’s breaker box.
Except intercom in F Ranch units.

Approved models and colors only—requires
modification request and approval prior to ordering
and installation.

Comment

Disclaimer: In the event of a conflict or discrepancy between this matrix and the Master Deed, the Master Deed will control.
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✓
✓
✓

Floors
Sub Floor/Structure
Coverings
Squeaks
Lightweight or foam concrete flooring

Foyers, F-unit Ranch Buildings

✓
✓
✓

Electrical
Circuit Breakers/Box
Wiring, outlets, switches and fixtures
Doorbell

✓

Doors, Interior

Co-Owner

✓

✓

✓

✓

Association

Doors, Exterior – including weather stripping, frames and
other required hardware for installation and use.

Deck Floor Treatment

Staining of Deck Rail

Decks, Patios and Porches
Repair/Replacement

Rev. 6-22-20
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Association

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Co-Owner

Unless through breaches in Common Elements for
which the Association is responsible.

Must be cleaned periodically to ensure optimal dryer
performance and to reduce risk of fire.

Example: Gas valves and fixtures attached to a gas
stove or to gas fireplace.

Hazardous and major cracks and deformities

Except damage caused by owner or owner’s guests or
visitors.

Comment

Disclaimer: In the event of a conflict or discrepancy between this matrix and the Master Deed, the Master Deed will control.

Lawn & Grounds (e.g. landscaping, trees, sprinklers, etc.)

Damage From

Insects
Infestation

Dryer venting

Gas Lines
Gas fixtures and valves located within and serving the
individual unit.
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Air Conditioner and related equipment
Furnace and related equipment
Humidifier
Hot Water Heater
HVAC ducts
Insulation throughout unit, including attic.

Automatic Opener, remote and related parts

Garage Floor repair/replacement

Item
Garage
Garage Door repair/replacement (Incl weather
stripping)
Door Springs, Tracks and Rollers

Rev. 6-22-20
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✓
✓
✓

Plumbing (includes water and sanitary systems)
Pipes and Drains
Faucets & Fixtures
Pipe Leaks
Pipe Freeze Up
Sewer Backup
Shut Off Valve
Sump Pumps
Outside Spigot

Roof and Gutters -Maintenance, Repair and Replacement
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✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Co-Owner

Hazardous and major cracks and deformities

Unless damage results from frozen pipe within the
unit.

After unit’s first shut-off valve.
After unit’s first shut-off valve.
Before unit connection with main sewer line

Up to point of unit’s connection to main line

Except F Ranch unit garages and front door lights

Comment

Disclaimer: In the event of a conflict or discrepancy between this matrix and the Master Deed, the Master Deed will control.

Skylights (Repair, Replacement, Leaks)

✓

✓

Pool and Sauna

Sidewalks, Stoops and Driveways - Maintenance, Repair
and Replacement

✓

✓

Association

Mailboxes

Item
Lights and Light Fixtures
Fixtures - Exterior
Fixtures- Interior
Bulbs-Interior
Bulbs – Exterior (porch, patio, deck, garage)
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✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Co-Owner

.
Requires modification request prior to ordering and
installation. (Includes window leaks and any interior
damage (e.g. to drywall) and exterior damage (e.g. to
siding) resulting from improper installation, repair or
maintenance done by or on behalf of Co-owner.)

Owner opens and closes for repairs.

Includes ceilings, interior walls, and perimeter walls.

Contact cable company if problems.

Streets, Driveways, Sidewalk from garage to and
including front porch

Comment

Disclaimer: In the event of a conflict or discrepancy between this matrix and the Master Deed, the Master Deed will control.

Windows
Outside Caulking
Replacement, Repair and Maintenance

Walls
Structural Failure
Perimeter Wall Construction
Interior Wall Construction
- Drywall repair and replacement
- Drywall Cracks
- Nail Pops
- Paint/Wallpaper
- Finished Walls (e.g., paneling)

Television Cable

✓

Street – Maintenance, Repair and Replacement

Association

✓

Item

Snow Removal

Rev. 6-22-20
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ATTACHMENT #5
MODIFICATION REQUEST AGREEMENT
The intent of the modification process is to maintain integrity of the common elements and consistency of
the aesthetics of Oak Meadows while allowing some freedom in individual expression
Co-Owner Name:
Address:
Telephone: Home:

Work: ______________________________

Describe the proposed modification below or in an attachment. Please be very specific and attach a
detailed sketch or blueprint showing all proposed changes.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
(Note: Depending upon the proposed modification, the Board may request input from immediate neighbors.)
==================================================================================
I understand that the complete cost of the modification as well as the complete maintenance, repair, upkeep and
replacement of the modification is the responsibility of the requester. _____________________________and
(Print Name Here)

subsequent owners of the property at

(Print Address Here)

.

In order to proceed with this modification, it may be necessary for a Consent to Alteration to be filed with
Washtenaw County Register of Deeds, the cost of which will be borne solely by me. (An estimate of costs is
available from management). I agree that should the requested modification work uncover hidden damage to the
common element (i.e.: water damaged OSB sheathing) that I will immediately notify management, allowing the
Association to promptly inspect the damage. How the hidden damage is to be repaired, and by whom, is
management’s decision. I also understand that any damage or alteration to common elements incurred as a result
of the modification, including sprinkler system pipes and wires, will be repaired or replaced at my cost. I agree to
contact Miss Dig if this plan involves digging into the ground and I hereby acknowledge that the sprinkler system
is not mapped or marked. I agree and acknowledge that the Association’s consent extends to and includes only
those alterations explicitly described in this document and attachments thereof. I agree to obtain all necessary
permits and comply with all applicable zoning, building code and other requirements imposed by any governmental
agency or entity. Any work I have done that is not in accordance with this agreement is my responsibility only with
no recourse to the Association.
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Co-Owner Signature: ____________________________________
Date: ________________________________________________

Board Approved Date: __________________________________
On behalf of Board, by:
___________________________________
(Signature)
____________________________________
(Print Name)
Title: ______________________________
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ATTACHMENT #6
WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)
Window and Door Installation Firms
The following is by no means a complete list of firms that sell doors and windows, but a representative
sample of ones that have successfully completed installations at Oak Meadows according to Oak Meadows’
installation guidelines.
WILDERNESS CONSTRUCTION
4668 Freedom Drive
Ann Arbor MI 48108
(734) 429-0616 Contact: Lance Rowe
GEORGE MEYER, LLC
3496 Pontiac Trail
Ann Arbor MI 48195
(734) 769-7330 Contact: Tim Anderson or Mike Doletzky
CHELSEA LUMBER COMPANY
600 East Michigan Avenue
Saline MI 48176
(734) 429-5494 Contact: Mike Kemp
MANS LUMBER & MILLWORK
2275 South Industrial Highway
Ann Arbor MI 48104
(734) 217-3260 Contact: Paul Rigan
JOHN McCARTER CONSTRUCTION
475 Washington Street
South Lyon MI 48178
(248) 446-1750 Contact: Sales
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ATTACHMENT #6
WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)

Window and Door Brands

The following chart is by no means a complete list of manufacturer brands, but a representative sample of
brands and materials that have been successfully installed at Oak Meadows according to Oak Meadows
installation guidelines.

MANUFACTURERS AND TYPES OF PRODUCTS OFFERED
MANUFACTURER
Andersen

Wood
X

Jeld-Wen

TYPE OF PRODUCT
Wood Clad
Vinyl
Fiberglass
X
X
X
X

Marvin

X

X

Pella

X

X

X
X
X

Polaris

X

Provia

X

Sunrise

X
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X

Composite
X

ATTACHMENT #6
WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)

REQUIRED WINDOW REPLACEMENT STYLES
(Subject to Modification by the Board of Directors)

Building #

Front

Front
Projection

17, 21

A

A, F

A, F

A, F

n/a

n/a

18, 19, 28, 29

A, F

n/a

A, F

A, F

n/a

n/a

2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 26, 27

A, F, G

n/a

A, C, G

A, G

A, H

n/a

B, C, D, F

A

A, B, C

A

A, H

B/E in ctr of D

23

B, C, D, F

A

A, B, C, I

A

A, H

B/E in ctr of D

20, 22, 24 25, 30

B, C, D, F, G

A

A, B, C, I

A

A, H

B/E in ctr of D

Ends

Back

Garage

Misc.

1. Before replacing any window(s) or door(s) on the exterior of any unit located in Oak Meadows, the CoOwner must complete a Modification Request Form and submit to the Board of Directors for approval.
Window styles for each Oak Meadows Building Type are noted in the Grid below, as well as a picture of
each window type.
2. In all respects the installation shall be performed in strict compliance with the applicable laws, codes,
rules and regulations of all Federal, State and Municipal governments and authorities having jurisdiction,
industry standards, the various manufacturer’s installation instructions, and to the satisfaction of Oak
Meadows.
3. During the installation process, contractor shall take all necessary steps to protect all areas and surfaces
adjacent to the installation from damage.
4. No replacement window or door installation shall be permitted to remove the 5/4” x 6” James Hardie
HardieTrim boards (“HardieTrim”) surrounding any exterior window or door without the prior approval of
management of the Board of Directors.
5. No replacement window or door installation shall be permitted if it requires the use of a nailing flange or
fin, if such flange or fin will require the removal of the HardieTrim and or cannot be properly tape flashed
and sealed.
6. No finishing trim may be applied to the exterior of the replacement window that covers any part of the
HardieTrim thereby reducing the amount of HardieTrim visible from the exterior of the building.
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ATTACHMENT #6
WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)
7. The type of window frame to be installed shall be such that the face of the window frame will be slightly
proud of the face on the HardieTrim to allow for a proper caulk bead seal. Aluminum transition trim may be
used from the perimeter edge of the window frame over to the inner perimeter edge of the surrounding
HardieTrim. No transition trim shall overlap the face of the HardieTrim and any such aluminum trim shall
match the color of the HardieTrim or the exterior color of the new installed window or door
8. Remove the old window(s) by tape masking or using a temporary metal flashing for protection on the
inner perimeter of the HardieTrim on all four sides, then cutting carefully around the inside perimeter of the
HardieTrim, and removing any remaining window frame parts or pieces to expose the framing for the rough
opening of the window. In the event of accidental damage to the finish of the HardieTrim, Oak Meadows
will provide touch-up paint for the use by the installers.
9. Follow manufacturers recommended procedures to prepare the opening including the application of
flashing tape. Check the sill for level or bowing. Install and level sill with shims as required. Interior
sealants must be zero VOC intended for interior usage
10. Follow manufacturers recommended procedures to set and fasten the window including the placing and
fastening of shims, checking for plumb, level, square, and window operation. Install any insulation, foam,
backer bar, mini-trim, and interior and exterior sealant, as needed.
11. Any company installing any replacement window(s) or door(s) shall provide and install either Solar Seal
#900 or OSI QUAD sealant to match the specific color of the James Hardie ColorPlus Siding installed on the
exterior of each building where they are installing window(s) or door(s).
12. It is agreed that any conflict in terms among the manufacturer’s installation instructions and these
installation instructions will be controlled by these installation instructions.

(Continued on Next Page)
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ATTACHMENT #6
WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)
CHART LEGEND
Below is a description of each window type, followed by an illustrative example of each window type.
A. Double-Hung Window. This type of window is the most popular replacement window in the
country. It has two sashes that slide vertically up and down in the frame and both sashes open and
tilt, giving easy access to both panels. Not only does this increase circulation, it also makes them
easier to clean and maintain.
B. Casement Window. These hinged windows operate by a turn of a crank in an operating mechanism.
They can be hinged on the left or the right side to open outward. Casement windows are taller than
they are wide. This style of window is found on the front of the majority of buildings at Oak
Meadows.
C. Awning Window. Awning windows are hinged on the top and open outward from the bottom,
allowing for ventilation and protection from the rain. They can be installed above, below or
alongside a stationary or operating window. Awning windows are commonly used where there is
minimal vertical space, such as above a kitchen sink.
D. Bay Window. Generally, a bay window gives you more interior space, as they protrude out from an
exterior wall of the house. They are a combination of windows often with a stationary window in the
middle flanked by either double-hung windows or casements.
E. Picture Window. This variety is a large stationary window that lets in the maximum amount of light
and views of the outdoors. The difference between a picture window and a fixed window lies in the
frame size. Fixed windows have larger frames and are built to match the site lines of accompanying
operating windows.
F. Stationary (Fixed) Window. These windows do not open, but they can be customized in nearly any
angle or shape you desire. They are often found in modern- or contemporary-style houses in
conjunction with operating windows.
G. Transom Window. Transom windows are named as such because they are located over top of a
window or door’s transom- this is the beam that separates the top of the window or door from the rest
of the wall. Consequently, transom windows can come in many different shapes, styles and designs,
but retain the name due to their location. Typically, these windows are now used for letting in more
light, especially in morning or evening hours. Or they are simply a decorative design element.
H. Slider Window. Horizontal sliding windows are commonly referred to simply as slider windows.
This style traditionally includes panels within the window that slide side to side. Sliding windows
are typically wider than they are tall, and may be better-suited for wide openings. A large sliding
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WINDOW AND DOOR INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS & INSTRUCTIONS
(Subject to modification by the Board of Directors)
window can offer more of an unobstructed view of the outdoors since your eye takes in a wider view
of the landscape. At Oak Meadows these are used as the garage window in some cases.
I. Garden Window. A garden window is a three-dimensional window that protrudes out from an
exterior wall about 18 inches. It creates a little nook for herb gardens, flowers and anything else you
want to showcase.

NEW AND REPLACEMENT DOORS
Front Entry Doors:

Front Entry Doors must be of the six-panel type, with no windows, and brown in color. If doors are to be repainted or
stained, the applicable color is Tudor Brown. The specific paint/stain mix codes for this color are on file with Walden
Management and the product can be purchased at any Sherwin Williams paint store

Patio Doors:
All patio doors should match the color of the building as close as possible. If there is no close color match to
the building’s color, the default color is brown. White is prohibited.
(Continued on Next Page)
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Illustration of Door Styles

Six Panel Door

Doorwall

Patio Door
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Illustrations of Window Styles
Double Hung

Casement

Awing

Bay

Slider

Picture

Stationary

Transom

Slider

Garden
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ATTACHMENT #7

HOT TUB REQUEST FORM AND GUIDELINES
Co-Owner must complete and sign a hot tub request agreement (see page 2 of this Attachment ) and submit
to the OMA Board of Directors for approval.
The Co-Owner’s unit must be located on the periphery of the Association’s property, and the back of the
unit must face the OMA property line.
The hot tub must be a portable model that can be assembled, filled and emptied without the need for
plumbing fixtures such as water lines and drains that must be permanently connected to the existing
plumbing system in the co- owner’s unit.
The hot tub must be located at the back of the unit and situated on the ground level.
The hot tub must not be in the sightline of neighboring unit(s). If the hot tub is in a sightline, the Co-Owner
must erect privacy wall(s) to block such sightline(s). (If so required, privacy walls must be included as part
of the modification request and must conform to OMA architectural standards.)
The hot tub must be covered and properly secured at all times when not in use.
Co-Owner agrees to abide by all regulations governing the proposed modifications, as well as all other
applicable OMA rules and regulations.
The Co-Owner is responsible for all costs related to the installation, use, on- going maintenance and repair
of the hot tub. OMA shall not be liable for any costs associated with Co-Owner’s hot tub.
The Co-Owner must provide OMA Board with evidence of the Co-Owner’s property insurance, which must
provide damage and liability coverage specific to the hot tub.

(Continued on Next Page)
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HOT TUB REQUEST AGREEMENT
Co-Owner Name(s):

Date:

Address:_______________________________________________________________________
Telephone:
Email:
Describe the proposed hot tub, including size, placement, power connection and type.

Concurrence & Signature of adjacent neighbors is required:
Name: __________________________________ Address:_______________________________:
Name: __________________________________ Address ______________________________
I understand that the complete cost of the installation of a hot tub, as well as the maintenance, repair, and
upkeep of the hot tub and the underlying structure (e.g., a deck or patio) is my responsibility. I also
understand that any and all damage or alteration to common elements or other property incurred as a result
of the installation or use of this hot tub is my responsibility. I agree and acknowledge that the Association’s
consent extends only to me and that subsequent Co-Owners of my unit would need to reapply to the OMA
Board for approval to continue having a hot tub. I agree to, and hereby do, indemnify and hold the
Association harmless for any and all liability, cost, expense and/or damage, including court costs and actual
reasonable attorney fees incurred by the Association, arising out of the actual construction, installation
and/or use of this hot tub.
Co-Owner Signature: _______________________________________
Vice President Signature: ___________________________________
Comments:

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT # 8
SATELLITE INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

The Federal Communications Commission (the FCC) adopted a rule effective October 14, 1996,
preempting certain community association restrictions on the installation, maintenance, and use of direct
broadcast satellite, television broadcast, and multipoint distribution service antennas (Dish). The
Association desires and intends to adopt reasonable restrictions governing installations, maintenance, and
use of these devices in the best interest of the Community and consistent with the FCC rule.
The term DISH used in this guideline is defined as any device used for the reception of video programming
services, including direct broadcast satellite (DBS), television broadcast, multipoint distribution service
(MDS) and fixed wireless.
Only DBS and MDS dishes that are one meter or less in diameter may be installed. Dishes that are greater
than one meter are prohibited. All dishes not covered by the FCC rule are prohibited.
Any owner desiring to install an antenna must complete a modification form and submit it to the Board of
Directors in care of the Management Company. If the installation is other than routine for any reason, the
owner and the Management Company or the Board of Directors must establish a mutually convenient time
to meet with the owner and discuss installation methods.
These policies shall apply in all respects to tenants. Tenants desiring to install a dish shall obtain prior
written permission of the unit owner. A copy of this permission must be furnished with the modification
form
Installation of dishes on the Limited Common Elements does not convert the Limited Common Elements
to individual property. Dishes must not encroach upon any common elements, any other owner’s individual
unit or Limited Common Element, or the air space of another owner’s Limited Common Element.
Owners may install dishes solely in the owner’s unit or on a Limited Common Element. To the extent
possible, owners shall locate dishes on the Limited Common Element Deck or Patio. The dish shall be
shielded from view from the street, outside the community or from other units to the maximum extent
possible. The recommended location for these dishes is on the deck floor or suspended just between the
deck floor or on the patio. However, nothing in this recommendation would require installation where an
acceptable quality signal cannot be received, but in no case will installation be permitted on a General
Common Element, even if an acceptable quality signal cannot be received from the Limited Common
Element.
Dishes must be secured so they do not jeopardize the soundness or safety of any structure or the safety of
any person at or near the dish, including damage from wind velocity. There shall be no penetrations of the
exterior, General Common Elements or exclusive-use areas of the building. If an owner installs a dish on
property the Association maintains, the owner must not install the dish in a manner that will result in
increased maintenance costs for the Association. If there are increased Association maintenance costs, the
owner will be responsible for those costs.
If penetration of the exterior of the building is necessary for cable connections, the penetration shall be
properly water proofed and sealed in accordance with applicable industry standards and building codes.
(The purpose of this is to prevent structural damage to the building and residences from moisture.)
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Owners who install or maintain dishes are responsible for all associated costs, including but not limited to
placement (or replacement), repair, maintenance, and removable of dishes, or to repair damage to property
caused by dish installation, maintenance or use. Owners shall not permit their dish to fall in disrepair or to
become a safety hazard. If an owner sells their unit, the owner must prior to sale either (a) remove the dish
or (b) obtain and provide to the Board a writing signed by the new owner accepting responsibility for the
dish. Dish removal requires restoration of the installation location to its original condition at the owner’s
expense. If the owner does not so restore the installation location to its original condition within 7 days of
removal, the Association may perform the restoration at the owner’s expense with the costs being secured
by the statutory lien on the owner’s unit.
Dishes shall be installed and secured in a manner that complies with all applicable city, county, and state
laws and regulations, and manufacturer’s instructions.
To ensure the safety of Association residents and personnel, as well as safe and easy access to the
association’s buildings and structures, dishes shall not obstruct access to or exit from any unit, walkway,
ingress or egress from an area, electric service equipment or any other areas necessary for the safe operation
of the condominium.
Dishes shall remain the color as originally manufactured or painted to match the color of the owner’s
structure, subject to prior approval by the Association. Exterior dish wiring shall be installed so as to be
minimally visible.
If maintenance requires the temporary removal of dishes, the Association shall provide owners with seven
(7) days written notice. Owners shall be responsible for removing or relocating dishes before maintenance
begins and replacing dishes afterward. If the dishes are not removed in the required time, the Association
may do so, at the owner’s expense. The Association is not liable for any damage to dishes caused by
Association removal.
If any provision of this policy is determined to be invalid, the remainder of the policy shall remain in full
force and effect.
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ATTACHMENT #9
TRASH AND RECYCLING INFORMATION
1. Trash and recycling collection is Wednesday. When a holiday falls prior to Wednesday in the same
week, Wednesday’s pickup will be delayed by one day, to Thursday.
2. Trash and recyclables should not be placed curbside before 6:00 p.m. the night before pickup.
3. Trash bins must be placed on the driveway apron or in front of the street curb, not on the grass.
Bins placed on grass will not be emptied
4. All trash and recycle items must be placed inside the bin or they will not be picked up
5. To enable mechanical pickup by the truck, the trash and recyclable bins must be separated by at
least 3 feet, as illustrated below.

6. The silver handles must face outward so the truck’s mechanical loading arm can attach to the
container.
7. Bins must be returned to the garage within 24 hours of pick-up. If you are going to be away, make
arrangements with a neighbor to move the containers back to your garage door.
8. Arrangements for pickup of large (bulk) items (e.g., mattress, desk chair) that do not fit in the bin
may be made directly with Republic Services, Inc (800) 858.0089.
9. During April through November, yard waste will also be picked up. The yard waste must be placed
in the large brown yard waste paper bags and placed near the trash containers. If the driver finds
anything in the bag other than yard waste (e.g., flower pots, clay clumps,), it won’t be picked up.
10. For questions regarding rubbish removal, recycling or special pickup of items, please contact
Republic Services, Inc. at (800) 858.0089.
11. For RECYCLE, REDUCE, REUSE resources that may take items not picked up by Republic:
−
−
−
−

https://www.recycleannarbor.org/
https://www.recycleannarbor.org/divisions/drop-off-station/about
https://www.recycleannarbor.org/divisions/reuse-center/about
https://www.michigan.org/property/scrapbox
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12. For the large moving boxes that can’t be broken down to fit in the recycle bin, the following are
suggested alternatives for disposal.
−
−

Contact U-Haul stores. They accept moving boxes in good condition.
Advertise on social media sites such as Facebook Market Place, Next Door Neighbor or
Craig’s List.
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ATTACHMENT #10
LANDSCAPE GUIDELINES

The following is a summary of Co-Owners’ major responsibilities regarding landscaping.

1. Co-Owners are responsible for maintaining the garden beds adjacent to and around their
unit. End units are responsible for plants in beds created on the sides of their buildings.
2. Shared courtyards shall be jointly maintained by adjacent owners. Unless otherwise
arranged between them, the central bed shall be split in half lengthwise with the half closest
to each Co-Owner being that Co-Owner’s responsibility.
3. Stacked ranches are the joint responsibility of all Co-Owners living in those units. CoOwners of stacked ranches shall decide among themselves which areas they will maintain
with each owner having one designated area to maintain.
4. Gardens beds shall be kept weed-free, shrubs trimmed as needed, and otherwise
presentable by Co-Owners.
5. Before constructing a garden around your unit, please consult the Oak Meadows
Landscaping Guidelines and Recommendations Booklet and submit a modification request
form to the Board for approval.
For further detailed information about garden design, plant selection and plant care, please consult
the Oak Meadows Landscaping Guidelines and Recommendations Booklet that was developed
by the Landscaping Committee, approved by the Board and distributed to all Co-Owners in 2015.
Copies of this booklet can be requested by contacting Walden Management.

.
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ATTACHMENT 11
WINTERIZING AND REOPENING OF OUTSIDE WATER SPIGOTS
1. Timeframe to Winterize. All exterior water spigots serving a Unit must be winterized in
the manner set forth in this Rule by November 15th. of each calendar year.
2. Water Spigot Winterization. All exterior water spigots serving a Unit must be winterized
in accordance with the following.
A. Shut Off. The shutoff valve located within the Unit and serving the exterior water
spigot must be turned off. If there are multiple exterior water spigots for a Unit, all
shutoff valves must be turned to the off position. If you cannot locate the shutoff
valve for the exterior water spigot you must contact the Association’s management
company to assist you in locating the valve.
B. Empty Water. After the water is turned off, any hoses attached to the exterior water
spigot must be removed. Once removed, the knob on the exterior water spigot must
be opened completely to allow the water to empty from the pipes located within the
Unit and the Common Elements.
3. Inspections. The Association may conduct inspections of the Units to ensure that all
exterior water spigots have been properly winterized.
4. Failure to Properly Winterize an Exterior Water Spigot. Upon notice or discovery of
an exterior water spigot that has not been properly winterized, the Association will send
written notification to the Co-Owner of the respective Unit notifying them of the necessity
to winterize the exterior water spigot in accordance with this Rule. If the Co-Owner fails
to properly winterize an exterior water spigot in accordance with this Rule, and provide
written confirmation the work has been completed, within two (2) days of the date of the
Association’s notification, or if an emergency situation exists, the Association may force
entry into the Unit in accordance with the following:
A. Purpose. The sole purpose of entry is to winterize the Unit’s exterior water
spigot(s) in accordance with Section 2 above;
B. Performance. Entry and preparation will be performed by the Association’s
authorized contractors or agents.
C. Presence. At least one member of the Board of Directors, or a designated agent,
will be present during the forced entry and winterization of the exterior water
spigot(s);
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D. Damage. Efforts will be made to minimize damage to the Unit during the entry.
However, the Association, the Association’s management company and the
Association’s authorized contractors and agents will not be responsible for any
damage incurred by the entry or winterization of the exterior water spigot(s);
E. Securing Unit. The Association will secure the Unit upon completion of the
preparation.
F. Costs. The cost of entry, winterization of exterior water spigots and any other
related work will be the sole responsibility of the Co-Owner of the Unit. All costs
and expenses incurred will be charged to the Unit and will constitute an assessment
under the Condominium Documents secured by the statutory lien on the Unit,
collectible according to the provisions of the Condominium Documents and the
Condominium Act.
5. Time Frame to Reopen If the Co-Owner’s unit controls the spigot to an adjoining unit,
you must open the spigot upon request of the Co-Owner of that unit; provided however,
that the request is made after April 1st.
6. Failure to Open Adjoining Unit Spigot If the Co-Owner who controls the outside spigot
to an adjoining unit fails to open the adjoining unit’s spigot, the same procedure noted in
Section 4 above shall be followed with respect to opening the adjoining unit’s spigot in
accordance with this rule.
7. Co-Owner Maintenance and Common Elements. Each Co-Owner shall use due care to
avoid damaging any of the Common Elements in the course of winterizing the Unit’s
exterior water spigot(s). Each Co-Owner shall be responsible for damages or costs to the
Association resulting from damage to or misuse of any of the Common Elements resulting
from the improper maintenance of the exterior water spigot(s), including but not limited
to, damages resulting from a Co-Owner failing to winterize the exterior water spigot(s).
Any costs or damages to the Association, including actual attorneys’ fees, may be assessed
to and collected from the responsible Co-Owner in the manner provided in Article II of the
Bylaws.
8. Applicability. This Rule shall be construed in conjunction with, and not in contravention
of, the various provisions of the Condominium Documents
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ATTACHMENT # 12
SCHEDULE OF VIOLATION FINES
The following chart shows the schedule of fines for violations of the Association’s Bylaws
and/or rules and regulations.

Schedule of Fines
Violation #
Monetary Fine(1)/Warning Letter
1st.
Warning Letter
2nd.
$50
3rd.
$100
4th.
$200
5th. and subsequent violations
$400

(1) Monetary fines are unique to each violation and are cumulative. The fine for
violation of the rental unit restriction is $2,000 per month.

A hearing before the Board shall be set when considering the levying of a fine. If a fine is levied,
Co-Owners shall receive notice of the same and it shall be due and payable with the next month’s
dues payment. No hearings other than the first hearing shall be required for successive fines if a
violation was found to exist.
Funds received by the Association will be applied to the oldest debt owed to the Association, and
shall be applied first to the costs of collection (including actual attorney’s fees), then to interest,
fines and late fees on installments, and finally to installments in default in the order of their due
dates. For example, if a Co-Owner has a fine or late fee levied to their account, the fine or late fee
will be paid first by the next payment received by the Association. If that payment was in the
amount of the monthly dues, the amount directed to the payment of dues will be reduced by the
amount of the fine. The result would be a less than full payment of the monthly dues and if left
unpaid following the 10-day grace period, a late fee would be assessed to that Co-Owner.
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